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Introduction

Business Benefits

Property development is tough
enough. Why make it tougher
than it has to be?
Being a property developer has never been easy.
But it’s trickier now than ever.
There are a few reasons – things like:

£
More competition
for sites

Increasing struggles
to secure planning

?

Greater economic
uncertainty

And that’s just the macro-level stuff.
In truth, the day-to-day job is getting more complicated all
the time too.
Now, more than ever, you need to make the right decisions.
And you need to make them faster, to stop someone else
beating you to the punch.
It’s tough. But there’s a way to make it easier.
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The rise of the tech-savvy
property developer
The answer to making better decisions faster is property
technology – or PropTech.
97% of property businesses recognise that tech will have a
big impact on the industry.
Yet only 34% of property business have a company-wide plan
for tech.
That means the developers who are ready to unlock the value
of tech will find themselves instantly ahead of two-thirds
of the industry.
The right tech makes it easier to find sites, evaluate their
suitability, compare them with other options to find the best
deals, and check there are no big changes coming to the
area.
In short, it helps you do what you do, but faster.
That means tech-savvy property developers will be closing
deals before competitors are even aware there’s an opportunity
they’ve missed out on.
But it’s not just about more tech. Too many tools just divide
attention too far.
Instead, what you need is a process to find everything in a
faster, more efficient way.
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LandInsight - Simplified
Land-sourcing Success
We’ve built an easier way to find and assess the best
development opportunities.
Behind the scenes, we use machine
make sense of all the information
the best decisions. That frees up
on what you do best – finding the
deals, making better deals.

learning to aggregate and
necessary for you to make
your time so you can focus
best sites, making more

Ten benefits of LandInsight
1. You can find the best off-market opportunities
2. You get the same tech as the industry giants
3. You unlock crucial insights into the industry (and into
your rivals)
4. Your personal info is protected by industry-leading
security standards
5. You get all the information you need and trust in one place
6. You save a lot of leg work
7. You can do deals faster
8. You can access Land Registry documents with ease
9. You get support and training – at no extra cost
10.You get what you need, even on the go
Those are some of the benefits. Let’s look at each one in a
bit more detail...
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You can find the best
off-market opportunities

Off-market sites have a lot of advantages – they’re less
competitive to bid for, negotiations are often more flexible,
sales are kept out of the spotlight, etc. That adds up to
better margins for you.
Finding off-market sites used to be tough. Now? We can show
you ownership information for off-market sites in just a
click. You can assess any site for planning in minutes.
And get comprehensive comparables reports instantly.
You can even filter the exact property specifications you’re
after and get a ready-made list of suitable properties.

LandInsight has dramatically improved how we identify
off-market opportunities. It’s streamlined our
site-feasibility process (especially using the planning
policy layer and specific search functionality) so we can
make decisions faster, grow our project pipeline and outpace
the competition.
Christopher Arthey, Planning and Project Manager,
Axiom Developments Limited
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You get the same tech as
the industry giants

Four out of the top five housebuilders in the UK have signed
up to LandInsight.
In fact, we have some of the biggest names in property,
whether they build houses or not, including:

Democratising property data
Property data is an odd thing. See, there’s little standardisation
around how data is collected. Or even if it’s collected.
Maybe you simply want to build houses? Well depending on where you
are, you might be looking for “housing supply”. Or “housing
allocation”. Or maybe “housing development site”...
At LandInsight, we’re doing far more than just collecting data.
We’re working across local authorities, organisations and even
national government agencies to try and make that data accessible,
and practical. It’s tough – but it’s worth it.
After all, that’s the only way you can put the info to good use.
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And, it’s not just the big players. We’re revolutionising the
way SME developers work too – offering them access to exactly
the same tools and expertise as those industry leaders.
And considering how many new sign ups we get each month,
word’s spreading fast.

This comprehensive tool contributes to the efficient
running of our team, freeing up and time and allowing
us to focus on providing the best-in-class market
intelligence to our client.
Andrew Cox, Development Director at Savills
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You unlock crucial insights
into the industry
(and into your rivals)

Having a complete overview of what’s happening in areas
you’re interested in is essential. It spares you from missed
opportunities and expensive missteps.
By setting up planning alerts on LandInsight you get
automatically updated when there are changes you need to
know about – like planning applications that could have an
impact on a deal you’re looking to make.
It even means that opportunities can proactively find you,
rather than you constantly having to find them.
And it means you have a system to see what rivals are up to.
By collating public information on ownership details and
planning applications into one place, you get glimpses into
what competitors are doing (and what they’re planning to do).

LandInsight is the best thing out there for land searches.
I found two sites in nine years with other software. With
LandInsight, I found two in the first year.
Brett Pond, Managing Director of BEP Developments
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Your personal info is protected
by industry-leading security
standards

Your information isn’t just valuable to your business. Your
information is your business.
If competitors knew what you were looking into, the results
would be catastrophic. That means you need to do everything
you can to protect your business intelligence.
Anyone can say they take information security seriously. But
as the UK’s only ISO 27001-certified site-finding tool, we
can prove it.
This is one of the highest international standards in
information security. It’s the standard that companies like
Google and Amazon boast about achieving.
It’s not easy to get. Or cheap. But we believe your
information deserves the highest standards of protection.

We wouldn’t have got to this
stage without LandInsight.
It’s the perfect solution
for us.
Ben Thorns, Co-founder
and Director of LivingSmart
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You get all the information
you need and trust in one
place

When you’re already inundated with tools and data sources,
you don’t want another thing to check.
So instead of another source, we built a single platform that
combines the data you already rely on into one easy-to-use
interface.
We collect data from sources you know and trust, like:

That means you get a single streamlined system, all overlayed
on the familiar interface of Google Maps so you can hit the
ground running.
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Plus we add our own intelligence to the mix – like the
comparables tool to show you the price of nearby sites so
you know you’re getting the best deal.
Fewer silos of information, more actionable insights for
your business.

LandInsight has enabled quick and efficient assessment
of land and property for a range of purposes. The amount
and quality of detail is impressive and the interface
is easy to navigate.
Chris Harrison, Cushman & Wakefield
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You save a lot of leg work

You got into property development to do deals, not admin.
With all those data sources in one place, you save a lot of
manual, repetitive tasks. What does that look like in practice?

Sourcing potential sites
Local Authority

Council

Below 7,569m�

Parcel Area

Filters

Below 7,569 m2

Used to mean: Looking at maps,
cross-referencing with
planning rules, even aimlessly
wandering the streets hoping
to find a site.

Now: Click the layer, set the
appropriate filters. Changed
your requirements? Change the
filters in a click. Immediate
results, from up-to-date
information.

Checking policy restrictions
Signiﬁcant Constraints
Conservation Areas
Flood Zones
Green Belt
Protected Areas

Used to mean: Laboriously
Now: Click onto the policy
poring over council info,
layer, it’s all there
checking boundaries for flood
zones, AONB and everything
else.
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Searching planning history
Search result
Approved

1 Dwelling

Demolition

To extend existing dwelling; single storey to rear following
demolition of existing porch
Address: 23 Mosley Common Street Worseley EC2M 7ED
Type: Householder
Decision: Approved with Conditions

Used to mean: Looking through
vast records for planning
applications on that building,
both rejected and accepted.
Then for other local buildings
too, to see their rate of
acceptance/rejection.

Now: Check the planning history
– both accepted and rejected
– for your site and others
nearby, to judge your odds of
success.

Plus you can:
• Find owner information and contact details
• See Ordnance Survey maps for added detail
• Compare prices with nearby sites instantly
And much, much more.
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You can do deals faster

An agent comes to you with an opportunity. It looks like a
good deal, but there’s just one problem – they took that deal
to ten other developers too, so they need an answer. Fast.
Now, more than ever, speed is a competitive advantage. Deals
that used to take weeks can now be done in hours.
But it’s not just about making decisions quickly. It’s making
the right decision quickly.
And with LandInsight you can make decisions exponentially
faster.
That leaves you time for a lot more deals.

LandInsight is a great tool.
I use it to find potential
development plots and screen
opportunities brought to me.
Before it was very difficult
and time consuming to do this
due diligence. Now LandInsight
saves me a lot of time. I find
more opportunities and am much
better informed on them, much
earlier.
Patricia Richardson,
Director of House Proud London
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You can access Land Registry
documents with ease

Land Registry documents are a convenient way to learn a lot
about a site. And they used to be the only way to learn a lot
of essential information.
Now you can find much of that information in LandInsight as
part of your subscription, so you can see what you need
without paying for the documents. That means you can save
buying them until later in the process (and buy fewer as a
result).
Plus when you do want a document, you can buy it through
LandInsight at the same cost as buying it directly.
That can save you thousands every year. And it certainly saves
time by keeping all the information together, rather than
scattered in different folders, or even different computers.
More organised. And more cost-effective.

We found the ownership and contact
information for our Desmond Court
site through LandInsight and bought
the Land Registry title and plan
instantly. LandInsight has helped
up find and assess development
opportunities so much faster.
Ryan Carruthers,
Director at Venture Property
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You get support and
training – at no extra cost

Nobody wants to invest in a new tool and be left with no idea
how to use it. Or worse, be sent a huge bill for additional
training and customer support.
We want you to be successful. In fact, we have an entire team
dedicated to helping you achieve your objectives – at no
extra cost to you.
They do this by offering a whole host of services, including:

LandAcademy

Webinar

Our monthly meet-up where
you can come to our HQ and
get an overview of the
platform, run through
real-world examples, and get
answers to your questions.

Can’t make it to the office?
Simply join one of our
webinars to get valuable
insights from one of our
experts along with the
chance to ask questions of
your own.
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Live chat
Talk to our in-house experts (and by ‘in-house’ we mean ’sit
20ft from the engineers building the tools’). They’ll answer
questions, send you helpful articles and make sure you have
everything you need.
Not only that, but you can have a direct input into how the
system is built. As we’re an agile team, your feedback and
ideas directly influence what we work on next.

LandInsight should be very proud of both their product and
their customer service.
Craig Huber, Company Director at Spartan Group
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You get what you need,
even on the GO

Property developers aren’t tied to a desk. Whether working
from home or on the go, you need to access your information
conveniently – and securely.
LandInsight is cloud-based, so you can get access anywhere
you have an internet connection. Simply log in from any
computer or laptop, so you aren’t tethered to your office
machine.
And, being cloud-based, it’s more secure, you’re always
using the latest version (at no extra cost) and there’s no
need to upgrade your tech as it works with most older
devices via login rather than installation.
Then, when you’re really out
and about, there’s the
LandInsight GO mobile app.
This lets you:
• Save the details of a site
in an instant
• Check ownership and
essential site information
wherever you are
• Seamlessly share sites and
insights with your team
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A good reason to talk to your accountant
OK, this isn’t really a stand-alone point, but it’s
something important to keep in mind.
As this is a software subscription that’s wholly for
business use, many businesses could find it’s completely
tax deductible.
Of course, we can’t say if that’s the case for you – but
it’s definitely worth having a chat with your accountant
to find out for yourself.
If you can get all those benefits at no real expense?
Sounds like an easy choice.
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